
CHAPTER FIVE 

Process, Context and the Human Factor 

The ftrst part of this chapter presents a schema for studying all kinds ofchurch 
and community work. The second part discusses some of the things involved 
in using this schema, such as coping with feelings and limited thinking time and 
workers being their own analytical instruments. The third part is about coping 
with contextual intimidation. 

I.	 THE CORE PROCESS: FROM EXPERIENCE THROUGH 
CRITICAL AND IMAGINATIVE THOUGHT TO CREATIVE 
ACTION 

Underlying the examples I worked through in Part One is a very important 
dynamic and thrust from experience through critical and imaginative thought 
to creative action.*I would represent it diagrammatically as follows in Figure 
5:1 in order to suggest how thought, informed by experience, is earthed in 
action. 
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FIGURE 5:1. THE CREATIVE ACTION THRUST OF CRITICAL AND 
IMAGINATIVE THOUGHT 

*To communicate about the experiential approach to Christian Education during the 1960s 
the late Douglas S. Hubery coined the phrase "from experience to experience through 
experience". Cf. Teaching the Christian Faith Today (A Chester House Publication 1965). 
This was the inspiration for "from experience through critical and imaginative thought to 
creative action". 
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This thrust is built into the structures used to work on problems. cases, 
situations and projects in Part One. It directs and eases people towards 
thoughtful action even while holding them back from precipitate action to 
enable them to think things through. Getting as many people as possible 
engaged together in this process is of the essence of church and community 
development. 

1. Stages in Critical and Imaginative Thought 

As Part One illustrates. our ability to think things through to a good 
conclusion improves when our efforts are guided but not dominated by a 
logical sequence of thinking steps. Reviewing all the examples and my 
experience I identify the eight stages in thinking critically and imaginatively 
about church and community work which are set out in Display 5:1. 
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DISPLAY 5:1. EIGHT THINKING STAGES 

Our aspirations and feelings are significant parts of "things as they are"; that 
is why Stages 2 and 3 are grouped with Stages 1 and 4. Whether people are 
satisfiedordissatisfied is. for example. an importantpartofanysituation. Each 
stage has its own ethos. Looking forward and designing. planning and 
dreaming have an ethos quite different from that associated with analysing and 
deciding. The systematic movement in thought from what is to what is to be 
has a momentum and drive of its own which uplifts the spirit and stirs people 
to want to get on with things. 

These thinking stages are especially helpful when we are overwhelmed by 
complex situations and issues. when we are daunted by the task. when our 
feelings tend to inhibit rational thought. when wejustdo not think it is possible 
for us to think our way to a good conclusion and when we are so eager to get 
on with things that we do not want to stop and think. 

There is a logic in the order but the sequence is not invariable. Stages 2 and 
3 could well precede Stage 1. Sometimes an examination of a situation or 
problem starts with what people are planning to do next. Le. with Stages 6. 7 
and 8 or in the evaluation of a programme of work. Wherever you start. some 
ofthe steps canbe done adequately onlywhen theothers have been worked on: 
2. for instance, can be informed by 4; 6 and 7 depend upon what people are 
prepared to do, and thatcomes outclearly in 8. Inpractice, each stagefacilitates 
and refmes the others, and Stage 3, points of reference such as beliefs and 
purposes, is a guide to them all. So it is good practice to summarize what is 
emerging in order to revise earlier thoughts in the light of later insights. 

There are many ways in which this process can be sabotaged deliberately or 
by default. For instance some people make heavy emotional bids to "get on 
with thejobbecause we all know whatneeds tobe done, don't weT They want 
to by-pass Stages 1 to 7 ifnot 1 to 8. Others are very happy to think and think 
again without acting on their conclusions. Maintaining the thrust towards 
action generates the distinctive ethos of a workshop in which people are 
engaged in purposeful, productive thought rather than in a "talking shop". 

Pursuing this process in living situations in which you have invested a lot of 
yourself taxes your feelings as well as your ability to think critically and 
imaginatively. You can experience all kinds ofemotions. We need to deal with 
theseso that they help rather than hinder the thinking processes. Thosehelping 
people to use this process need to be sensitive and to offer the moral and 
pastoral support and care which enables people to think through things about 
which they feel deeply and to think about their feelings as well as their ideas. 

Our ability to think things through also improves when the uses of these 
stages is accompanied by meditation, reflection and prayer and when what is 
being learnt through the process is articulated. Adding all these dimensions to 
figure 5:1 gives us a conceptual framework for analysing and designing all 
kinds of church and community work, a schema. This is presented in Figure 
5:2 and described and discussed in detail in the remainder of this chapter. 
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Stage 1: Depicting Work Situations, Backgrounds and Contexts and how we 
see them andfeel about them 

Part One showed the importance ofgetting as accurate a picture as possible of 
the work situation, the nature of the workers' involvement and how they feel 
about it: the problem and the project were defined; the case set down 
succinctly; the situation described. Subjective realities (feelings, ideas, 
thoughts, hopes and fears) were differentiated and stated alongside objective 
ones about place, programmes, numbers of people, finance etc: they are 
equally material "facts". The examples I have given in Part One showed the 
importanceofworking to the perspectives ofthose involved because how they 
see and experience the realities conditions what they do. Clarity about this 
facilitates creative interaction between their perspective and those of others. 
The art in all this is to depict these various realities about workers and their 
situations in ways that enable all concerned to grasp the essentials and to work 
at them. I say "depict", rather than describe, because, for me, it conveys 
portraying things through graphics and possibly paintings as well as through 
the spoken and written word. 

AU but painting were used in the worked examples. The aim is to portray as 
succinct!yas possible theessentials ofsituations, theexperienceand dimensions 
ofproblems, thestory-lineofcases. Descriptiveeconomy is necessary in what 
is essentially an exercise in profiling: too many words and fussy diagrams 
obfuscate. 

Stage 2: Depicting Things as we would like them to be
 
There are many reasons why it is good practice for people engaged in
 
development work to describe and share their visions, their ideas about how
 
they would prefer things to be. Actualities and visions are creative foils to each
 
other when they are depicted together and compared and contrasted. (A.N.
 
Whitehead said, "... progress in the right direction is the result of a slow,
 
gradual process of continual comparison of ideas with facts":) Individuals
 
working privately and groups of people need to have both in view. What can
 
happen is that people in working groups who have shared their understandings
 
of their situations try to continue without sharing their vision. (It can happen
 
the other way round as well.) Working to public statements of the actualities
 
and private visions is a recipe for frustration and confusion: people are
 
assuming or guessing what others think would be ideal. Visions help us to
 
formulate some important points of reference such as purposes.
 

Stage 3: Establishing Points ofReference
 
Five reference points that help people to regulate this process are described in
 
section 2. They are purposes, noxiants or things to be avoided, beliefs,
 
resources and needs.
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To move beyond this feeling of powerlessness, we need the creativeStage 4. Conceptualizing, analysing, diagnosing, forming Hypotheses and 
resources of vision and energy.

synthesizing Second, social analysis is a scientific effort; that is, it uses analytical tools 
Essentially this activity is about workers systematically conceptualizing, to divide reality into separate and abstract parts .... However, if the analysis
examining. diagnosing and analysing their work themselves and establishing breaks a living body into its component parts, it risks destroying its creative 
their hypotheses in order to be better able to achieve their purposes, improve life. Ifa social analyst takes away life, what will return it-at least in social 
their performance and develop their abilities and themselves and to help those terms? 

That task falls to the artist-not only the artist of high culture (the great with whom they work to do the same. Others, such as consultants, may help 
painters, composers, and authors of classical literature), but an artist whosethem to do these things and may suggest analyses but workers need to "own" 
roots are found in popular culture. We believe that the artistic impulse is thethe analyses. Consultants must aim to help workers to analyse their own work creative force in modem civilization. It is the spiritual source from which 

and to become increasingly better at doing so: they should not do it for them. vision and energy flow. While we need to analyse society with scientific 
I would hope that workers would help those with whom they work to acquire rigor, we must be wary of destroying that impulse.3 

these skills.2 

Analysis is about taking things apart or "the resolution of anything complex Stage 5: Drawing up Development Agendas 
into its simple elements" and "the tracing of things to their sources; the By "drawing up a development agenda" I mean determining just what needs 
discovery of general principles underlying concrete phenomena" (S.O.E.D.). to bedone to pursue the implications of the analysis. This was done in working 
Part One shows that the kind of analyses we are considering are about what is on the bishop's situation. Three tasks were identified, and others were added 
happening to people and workers in complex collectives (groups, committees, after further reflection. In the case study we speculated about the action that 
churches, organizations and communities) as they go about the business of could now be taken. 
living, working and worshipping together. They are, for example, about Drawing up such agendas is a reflective phase which follows analytical 
patterns of interaction which facilitate and inhibit human and spiritual growth probing and precedes designing and planning. It is abrooding mood stage and 
being achieved; they are about people and groups working well together; they astandingback to takestockbefore going forward. For this stage to be creative 
are about clashes between people, workers and groups and faction; they are the workers directly concerned have to experience a subjective synthesis 
about elitist, autocratic, authoritarian and non-directive action. The analyses, which brings together several elements: intellectual and intuitive convictions 
like thepatterns ofinteraction, touch thenervecentres ofworkers' and people's that the analysis is sufficiently profound and the tasks essential; feelings, 
motivation, purposes, beliefs and sense of vocation. Clearly, such essential convictions and assurances that they can and must do the tasks and that their 
analytical work is as sensitive as it is intellectually demanding: those who help commitment, calling and integrity as workers require them to do so. 
others to do it need to be pastors as well as analysts, who tread carefully on Sometimes workers simply cannot commit themselves to tasks that seem 
vocational ground because it is holy. obvious and logical both to them and others. Enthusiasm can waver after the 

In this context, dealing as we are with living situations, it is particularly excitementofanalyses which lead to disclosures. Atother times what they feel 
dangerous to take apart what subsequently cannot be put together. I have in their bones is needed just does not seem to fit the logic of the analysis. 
experienced it. To be health-giving, diagnosis must be followed by effective Sometimes I have become impatient with myself and others over such 
treatment. Similarly work analysis must be construed in a positive synthesis dissonance. At my best I have stayed with it and had the great privilege of 
and used in the design ofrealisticplans as aprelude to creative action. Analysis waiting expectantly whilst others search inwardly for the connections they 
and design must always be coupled: analysis is a means to an end, not an end. need to make.4 It has always been worth while. It has led to new insights and 
We return to this later. This underlines the importance of working at all the to key tasks being discerned which were previously obscured by other more 
stages of the sequence so that analysis leads to synthesis, and to a purposeful obvious tasks. 
movement from what was done to what is to be done. Waiting and working for connections to be made by workers themselves 

Holland and Henriot, dedicated advocates of"pastoral social analysis" in the between their inner and outer worlds is essential because these connections are 
service of faith and justice, underline all this: a primary source of creative energy. It leads to what Eric Fromm calls non

alienated activity and that, he says, gives "birth to theirownfaculties and brings 
First, social analysis is only a negative instrument. By that we mean it has life to other persons and to things".s Genuine development agendas emerge
the destructive power to tear away the mystification ofour social world and from this process which is soul-searchingrather than brainstorming. Mechanical 
to unveil the deep structures that control it. Our response to that disclosure listing can be a servant of, but not a substitute for, this process. At times itis often afeeling ofpowerlessness. We are overwhelmed and immobilized. 

prevents reflection. (We experience the ''paralysis of analysis".) 
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Stage 6: Designing Work Programmes, Projects and Programmes andMeans 
ofevaluating them 

Designing the basics of human work programmes is one of those things it is 
easier to illustrate than to describe. The Jesuits' project described in Chapter 
4 illustrates it admirably. Figures 4:1 and 2 are designs. It shows how it was 
intended that the Project would work. Itsets out the structures and the working 
relationships that would hold the human parts together and facilitate the flow 
of creative effort in many different directions. It shows the kind of structures 
and relationships necessary; it does not show how to construct and establish 
them. Doing that, in the terminology I am using, is planning, contracting and 
commissioning. More often than not, people in church and community work 
act withoutovertreference to thedesigns upon which their action is based. This 
is a stage that is generally omitted. This neglected activity is considered in 
Chapter 6. 

At this stage it is alsodesirable to design asystem ofevaluation, i.e. to decide 
justwhatis to be evaluated and in what way can itbe shown thatobjectives have 
been achieved. 

Stage 7: Planning Ways andMeans ofputting Designs to Work andevaluating 
them 

This stage is about the steps to be taken to convertdesigns into reality. Thinking 
through these steps is areal test ofthe feasibility ofdesigns and aprelude to the 
next stage. People often think quite wrongly that they are "designing" when 
they are doing this. It involves things like: deciding who to see, in what order 
and to what ends; convening meetings; deciding what to do and how to do it; 
setting up groups and organizations. 

Stage 8: Deciding, contracting and commissioning 
Generally speaking people give themselves morefreely to the tasks associated 
with the fIrst seven stages when there is a fIrm and genuine understanding at 
the outsetthatdecisionswill bemadeonIywhen the implications are suffIciently 
clear for all concerned to make them freely and realistically. With this 
understanding, provisional decisions are made en route to facilitate the 
processes of analysis and design. At appropriate points these are revised or 
confmned. When the information is available decisions and contracts are 
made and people commission themselves and others to do the work. Such 
arrangements help those who get so carried away by the subject matter and 
group processes that they over-commit themselves. At the same time they help 
those who hold backfor fear ofcommitting themselves prematurely. And they 
defend people from those who habitually think of things for others to do and 
leave them to do them! 

Thus, in the early stages of this process, tentativeness engenders free, 
imaginative and creative thought that leads to well-informed decision making 
and action. The later stages lead to disciplined decision making. The process 

" 

opens out thought to lead on to action. This is an action-focused, not an 
open-ended, process. 

2. Workers' Reference Points 

Tobe mosteffective the useofthis processhas to result in activities which those 
concerned can sustain and which: 

(a)	 give expression to their beliefs; 

(b)	 are along the line of their purposes; 

(c)	 make constructive contributions to the overall context in which 
they occur. 

I would now like to show that these fundamental requirements can be used to 
produce overall reference points which can be used to guide, check and 
regulate the process and, if necessary, to adjust whatever emerges from it. 

Formulating reference points and using them is an integral part of the 
process. There are several reasons for setting them alongside the process as 
well as within it. 

~irst, they are rarely used consistently to check what is emerging from the 
vanous stages even when people are convinced of their importance and have 
taken the trouble to formulate them precisely. They tend to be polished, put on 
a pedestal and forgotten as people grapple with more tangible things. Setting 
~em out separa~ely alongside the process helps to remind people of the 
Importance of usmg them over and again. 

Second, in working on the stages it is all too easy to produce lop-sided plans 
through becoming preoccupied with one part of the analysis rather than the 
whole of it. This was a very real danger in designing the project described in 
Chapter Four. The design was developed piecemeal. Critical pieces would 
have been missed had we not compared the pieces of the design we had put in 
place with the Jesuits' beliefs, purposes, personal needs and critical features of 
thecontext in which they were to work. I have in mind the subtle and significant 
nuances of the relationships in the design between the Jesuits and people in 
other organi~ations working with the poor and in the way of relating to 
u~ympathetic Protestants through sympathetic ones rather than directly. 
Without these refmements of earlier designs the project would have been 
seriously flawed. Clearly, the effects oferrors multiply as one works through 
the stages. 

Third, putting this process to work involves introducing a systematic and 
closelystructured way ofgoing about things into specifichuman activities with 
their?wn flow o~ thought and action and in which people have their own way 
ofgomg about thmgs. Sometimes it all comes together in a positive dynamic. 
More often than not, cross-currents of thought, beliefs, purposes, approaches 
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and methods play on orderly processes and interrupt, deflect, resist and even 
swamp them. (This is my experience, but it is also my experience that the 
process invariably generates more productive thought and action than there 
would be without it.) Whilst all this is going on, clearly marked reference 
points are needed to keep our bearings and to help others to do so. Reference 
points, not visions, are needed. Pictures of places help us to recognize them. 
Reference points help us to discern whether our thinking and deciding is going 
in the right direction. They need to be sharp and readily available to help us, 
individuals orgroups, when we are deeply involved in the kind ofprocesses we 
are considering here. 

Fourth, reference points relate to all stages so they need to be readily 
available all the time. 

There are many different kinds of reference points. Those that I use are 
beliefs, purposes, things to avoid ("noxiants"6), needs and resources. 
(Hypotheses are another kind that keep alive speculative thinking. They are 
discussed in Chapter 7.) Reference points,like tools, are useful for different 
functions and some are in more constant use than others. Beliefs connect us 
with the ground ofourbeing and doing. Purposes pointtowhatwe wantorneed 
to achieve and noxiants to what we wantorneed to avoid. Needs and resources 
earth us in our situation and context. Together they form a framework of 
reference. Missionstatements, which are very much in vogue insecular as well 
as religious institutes, weave together these kinds of reference points in a 
paragraph or two. 

There is a limited numberofdifferent kinds of reference points. The content 
of each kind and the way in which it is expressed is unlimited. Individuals, 
groups, organizations, churches determine them in their own way. This brings 
us to the need to formulate the content so that it really represents our thinking 
and is useful in the work place. 

a. Purposes and Avoidances (Noxiants) 
For many years I worked consciously and systematically to what I wanted to 
achieve (purpose and objectives) and subconsciously to whatIwanted to avoid 
(noxiants). Occasionally I did work to noxiants but I was not aware of the 
methodological implications of what I was doing. Now I work consciously to 
both. I put down quite unashamedly what I want orneed to avoid. For instance 
Imight put down that I want to avoid compromising my integrity or that I want 
to avoid making a mess of a meeting and having to endure the inner pain that 
would follow. The sea-change was brought about by reading about a contrast 
that Professor Gareth Morgan makes between "goal oriented strategies" in 
organizations and "a strategy based on the avoidance ofnoxiants". The latter, 
he says: 

involves a choice of limits and constraints rather than a choice of ends, 
creating degrees of freedom that allow meaningful direction to emerge .... 

Whether we examine the Ten Commandments or contemporary legal 
systems, we imd the principles of avoiding noxiants defining a space of 
acceptable behaviours within which individuals can self-organize.7 

Morgan argues that "the process ofpursuing a specific goal and the process of 
identifying and avoiding noxiants" are not simply two sides of the same coin, 
they "are qualitatively different modes of action that impact on organization 
and environment in very different ways".8 That may be so but my experience 
is that both modes of activity have a place in the kind of work in which I am 
engaged. They go together, just as Jesus' great commandments to love God 
and neighbour and selfgo alongside the commandments not to murder, commit 
adultery, etc.9 I find working to both purposes and noxiants releasing and 
creative. It helps me to steer away from the noxiants and to keep nearer to the 
fairly narrow purpose path. 

Purposes and noxiants help to check in a positive and negative manner 
whatever is emerging from the process. A purpose, for example, might be to 
promote love and care in aneighbourhood; anoxiant to avoid mistrust. Using 
these to check ideas for action involves asking, "Will our plans help people to 
love and care for each other? Can they possibly lead to mistrust?" Each 
question has its own potential not possessed by the other for checking things 
out and faulting plans. Together they have a pincer checking effect. 

Noxiants are sometimes better evaluative reference points than purposes. 
Attempts, for instance, to promote dialogue must aim to avoid defensive 
thought and behaviour which rings the death knell on all forms ofdialogue and 
critical thought. There is a checking cutting edge in the noxiant that is absent 
from the objective, "to promote dialogue". Noxiants they might be, but 
avoiding things can be very positive. Much in the case study in Chapter 3 and 
the project design in Chapter4 is about avoiding bad relationships: the minister 
with his wife, Sunday School teachers and church members; the Jesuits with 
the local priests and with people in secular, Protestant and Catholic agencies 
who are working with the poor. The noxiants were very much in the Jesuits' 
mind when they were designing the project. Things might have been quite 
different if the minister in the case had had in mind the things he needed to 
avoid, for instance one section of the Church playing him off against another. 
For these reasons I find it more effective to use purposes and noxiants rather 
than to transform noxiants into negative purposes and objectives as is some
times done. 

Formulating one's own real purpose is often adifficult thing to do; butwhen 
achieved it becomes a signpost, directing and redirecting attention and effort 
to vital points. Doing so involves clarifying to oneself what is at the core of 
what one aims to achieve in and through every aspect of one's work. An 
objective10 is also something one aims to achieve but, in the terminology I use, 
it is a sub-purpose, something necessary to the purpose but not equal to it. For 
example, to increase church membership is an objective; to get people to live 
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in Christian love with people in the Church and in the community is apurpose. 
Thefonner is not apurpose because it is not the core ofwhat the church wants 
to achieve. To achieve the church membership objective mayor may not 
promote the overall purpose. It will only do so if, as the result of joining a 
church, people live in Christian love. 

Similarly, to build a community centre is an objective; to help people 
differing widely in belief and culture to use the Centre and to love and care for 
each other is apurpose because it is aboutdeveloping Christian attributes. The 
building of a community centre provides opportunities for people to meet; the 
way in which it is run and the effects, good orbad, that staffand members have 
upon one another are crucial to promoting the purpose. So, again, good 
working relationships are an objective, not a purpose. 

A purpose stated in terms of helping people in a specific church and 
neighbourhood to love themselves, each other and God and to care for one 
another is more useful as a reference point than one stated in terms, say, of 
bringing in the Kingdom: it is useful because it is possible for most people to 
assess whether or not specific action in a given situation is likely to promote 
loving and caring relationships; the same people may make gross errors in 
assessing whether the action will bring in the Kingdom. 

Purposes are fonned within us by complex intellectual, moral, spiritual and 
intuitive processes}· Elliott Jaques says: "It is done by touch and feel, by 
intuition, by hunch, by guess, by flashes of insight".12 It is a conviction about 
what is needed to improve things substantially. Thesepurposes influencewhat 
we do. They are primary reference points. They are inseparablefrom us. They 
are buried deep within us. They are generally available for us as reference 
points only ifwedig them out and define them. (Note that the task is to describe 
and define purposes that already exist: it is not to construct them, al though once 
defined we may want to modify them.) People are generally helped to get at 
their purposes: 

•	 by expressing their intuitions and gut feelings about what is needed; 

•	 by differentiating between objectives and purposes through asking 
"why?" or "what for?" of each successive objective until the most 
useful formulation of purpose is reached;13 

•	 by stating beliefs and purposes separately~ 

•	 by fonnulating statements which make clear that objectives are 
subordinate to purposes (this can be done by adding to a statement of 
objectives an "inorder to"or"for" clause. Itcan alsobedone by adding 
to a statement of purpose a list of objectives, each one prefaced with 
''by'' or "through". The latter I [md particularly useful in sorting out 
objectives from purpose and in classifying them); 

•	 by stating purpose in terms of: 
-peopleand theirrelationships rather than things and theirrelationships, 
-the human rather than the material. 
-personal rather than the impersonal attributes, 
-specific situations and people; 

•	 by expressing purposes succinctly and plainly. 

Our motivation is always mixed. Clarifying and working to our substantive 
purpose and noxiants helps us achieve our highest motives and to steer away 
from ?ur lowest. These referencepoints, therefore, perform moral and spiritual 
functions as well as pragmatic ones. 

b. Beliefs 
Our belief systems are intricate and complex. They are rational and non
rational. Some of our beliefs are fine, noble and well thought out; others 
anything but. Consequently each of us operates out of a qualitative mix of 
beliefs as well as out of mixed motivation. Sometimes our beliefs are fixed at 
other times they are in flux. At other times we cannot make up our mi~ds 
~hether to adopt beliefs about the essential goodness of people or their 
sinfulness and end up confusing ourselves by alternating between them. To 
complicate things further, our awareness ofour beliefs and our ability to get in 
touch with them and to articulate them varies enonnously. Some beliefs are 
located in ourhead, others in ourheart or gut. Head beliefs are more public and 
easier to get at than those of the heart and the gut; head beliefs are better 
org.anized and more rational (or rationalized) than our heart and gut beliefs, 
which are personal and precious and which have more profound, pervasive and 
hidden effects upon our character and behaviour. This is discussed in Chapter 
10. 

Exploring all this is a privileged and fascinating occupation. Nevertheless, 
there are many problems in establishing reliable belief reference points. We 
need to resist the temptation to abandon the task: the rewards are great. What 
is required is as honest a statement as possible Ofany beliefs upon which we 
believe we are operating in relation to aspecific aspect Ofour work at a given 
time. This focus makes the task more manageable. A statement of this kind 
is as good a reference point as it is possible to get, provided that the beliefs are 
stated, as a friend of mine, The Revd Dr Michael Bayley, is wont to say. 
''without reference to merit". They should not be edited simply to match 
standards ofacceptability. Tobetrue toourselves and others and tobeeffective 
inour work and ministry, what we do together and separately mustbeauthentic 
expressions ofour individual and corporate beliefs. If they are not, we need to 
work atbeliefs, thought and action until they are authentic expressions ofwhat 
we are and want to be. 

The case study in Chapter 2showedjusthow important itwas for the Church 
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members,officers and teachers to statejustwhat theybelieved aboutcorrununion 
and to examine the problem in relation to those beliefs as well as in relation to 
their objective of making the children feel part of the family-much of the 
difficulty stemmed from treating this objective as a purpose. An ecumenical 
group ofpeople with whom Iworked on agood neighbour schemewere unable 
to clarify theirpurposes until theyhad defined the beliefs thatmotivated them.14 

c. Resources 
Basically, the resources required to do church and community work arepeople 
and their mental, nervous and spiritual energy, their time, equipment, plant and 
money. Making accurate estimates of the material resources needed is not too 
difficult. Estimating the resources of time available is also not too difficult 
whereas estimating that which will be needed is very difficult. Quantifying 
how much mental, nervous and spiritual energy is available and will be 
required is impossible. Nevertheless, it is necessary to make the best possible 
estimates ofwhat is availableand what mightberequired. Forone thing ithelps 
to make realistic plans and contracts. Another reason is that it reduces the 
dangers ofpeopleexperiencing "burn-out"'5 throughbeing over-taxed. Purposes 
to which people are highly committed induce what I understand some 
psychologists call "traction", i.e. the power to draw the various threads of 
individual and collective effort, energy and objectives together and to pull 
people along.16 (Acute human and spiritual need also induces traction.) 
Traction can cause people who are highly committed to advancing their 
purpose to give time and energy they did not know they could fmd and which 
can take them beyond their reserves and strength. This can occur when things 
are going really well and people are carried along with the momentum and 
excitement. It can also occur when enormous effort is required to make very 
little progress or to hold the line. People who possess purposes ("my/our 
purpose") can be possessed and obsessed by them. 

Beliefs drive people on. Purposes and needs and a sense ofvocation induce 
traction. Christians are urged to give themselves unreservedly to the service 
ofGod, Church and world. No matter how long or hard people work, church 
and community work is never completed; there is always more to be done. (A 
discussion I had about the implications of this obvious fact with a very 
intelligent person helped him to find immediate release from grossly 
overworking. He realized that subconsciously he had been working on the 
assumption that if only he worked hard enough he could complete the work. 
What released him was the realization that he could complete his work, his 
contribution, but not all the work associated with his purposes; that was not his 
responsibility.) It is essential, therefore, to regulate the input ofenergy. Work 
aimed at promoting the well-being and development of others must also 
promote the well-being and developmentofthe workers. Working toresources 
as well as to beliefs, purposes, need and vocation is one way of ensuring that 
this happens. 

. 

.~ere are dangers, however, in regUlating our input. The work requires the 
Wlllmg,costly and sacrificial giving and sharing ofself. Doing that responsibly 
we have to tread a narrow path bounded by reckless abandon on the one si~ 
and cool, calculated and careful giving on the other. It is hard to remain on that 
path. Pse~do-professionalism and over-concern for our own well-being take 
us to onesideandobsessiveandinsatiablecommitment to theother. Everything 
must be done.to keep workers on the central path for their own good and that 
of ~e work m which they are engaged. Resources are a down-to-earth 
renunder that the work is ~nite; workers are finite and so is the work they can 
do. Resources are a very Important reference point. 

d. Needs 

Progr~~ of Chur~h :md community work exist because they provide 
opportunities for multifanous human andspiritual needs to be met. On the one 
hand they exist to meet the needs ofpeopleforplaces to meetfordiversesecular 
and religious activi~es and the needs for help, counselling and mutual support 
and ~an~ other th~gs. On the other hand they exist to meet the needs 
orgaruzations :md ~err,:orkers haveforopportuni ties to pursue theirpurposes 
and to put therr behefs rnto practice. Some of these needs are healthy ones 
others are not. Healthy and unhealthy needs of people, organizations and 
wor~ers are ke~ reference points: the former point to objectives; the latter to 
noxlants. Keepmg them in mind and submitting them to critical analysis helps 
workers to get at substantive needs rather than superficial wants. 

General!y speaking, careful attention is given to meeting the needs of the 
people whtlst workers are left to see to their own needs. One reason for this is 
that workers tend to give themselves spontaneously, willingly and genuinely 
to the needs of others; another reason is that Christians have been encouraged 
to forget the",lSelves and their needs and to deny and sacrifice themselves. 

~.s we saw m the discussion about resources, workers' needs are important. 
Cntical and co~p~sionate attention must be given to them. The purposes of 
theChurch require It: theChurch exists for its non-members andfor its workers 
and me~~rs. Self-interest requires it. Meeting workers' vocational needs is 
heaIth-gl~mg to th~m and to those they befriend and serve. Some workers may 
well be usmg, albeit unconsciously, programmes to "satisfy" Unhealthy wants 
and ~eeds such as a lust for poweror desires to be thecentre of attention. They 
requrre help. The purposes of the Church require that they be given the help 
~at ~ey need to develop for their own sake and also for the sake of the work 
mwhich they areengaged. GiVing such help is a tricky work- cum-pastoral task 
generally best tackled in private through counselling and consultancy. 

One of the effects of t~~g such needs seriously is that workers and people 
attend to human and rehglOus needs at a progressively deeper level-they 
address "real needs", which they are constantly seeking to do. Clearly not all 
the needs of the workers are ofan acute kind. More of them than ever before 
are now being met through assessment, appraisal, counselling, consulting and 
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in-service training schemes. Most of the needs can go on the development 
agenda. Discussions I had with one group of lay workers deeply involved 
in the organization of both church services and church social work identified 
three needs. 

Thefirst, and mostimportant, was toexperiencefor themselves thesuccessful 
application ofChristian teaching to social situations. They had heard so much 
from the pulpit about how it does work and seen so little evidence of its doing 
so in their neighbourhood. Second, they wanted opportunities to go to church 
withouthaving anyjobs to do so that they couldgive themselves to worship and 
prayer. Third, they wanted to enjoy each others' company socially. 

Setting out all the needs-those ofpeople and those of the organizations and 
their workers that aim to see that these are met-helps to tackle the tricky 
business of meeting all the needs concurrently through church and community 
work programmes. Focusing predominantly, if not exclusively, on the needs 
ofthepeople out there engenders apatronizing approach. Unavoidably itgives 
the impression that the workers are people without needs engaged in helping 
those who have them. Trying to equalize things by saying that the work helps 
to meet the needs of the workers can causepeople to feel they are being "used" 
for purposes to which theydo notsubscribe. Theonly way inwhich Iknowhow 
to pursue both ways concurrently is through egalitarian programmes of inter
related development of all the people and secular and religious organizations 
concerned.17 

3. Independent Reference Points 

People who follow the procedures I have described are taking a positive grip 
on their own situation and their environment. They are doing everything they 
can to direct, control and shape their affairs from within themselves in accord 
with their ideas rather than being formed and directed from without by other 
agents according to their purposes and beliefs, although they will, of course, 
be influenced by them. Inasmuch as they succeed they are able to be 
autonomous and act accordingly. (They are in fact "autogenic" rather than 
"allogenic".18) By defming their own reference points, they are constructing 
the contextwithin which they are going to think and work and which they have 
organized in such a way that will impinge upon them, their thinking and their 
action.19 Clearly there are dangers in all this. Forinstance, individuals, groups, 
organizations and churches can end up in a little world of their own. They can 
fall victim to what has been described as "group think".20 They can be locked 
in their own closed thinking circuits.21 Being alert to this very real danger is 
one way of obviating it. Others are discussed below. 

Such undesirable things are less likely to happen when as many people as 
possible who differ significantly are using procedures such as the ones I have 
described to work through things together at local level (within and between 
churches of different denominations, in community groups and other 

organizations) and at regional and national levels. They are even less likely to 
happen when people from local, regional and national "domains" are working 
through things together. Overall development which is contextually located 
depends upon this kind of critical thought/action in all these domains and 
between them. Progress is being made in promoting critical and open thought 
within and between these domains: the latter is much more difficult than the 
former.22 Open participation in collective thinking allows different patterns of 
thought and reference points to interact and new patterns to be formed (This 
can also happen when individuals and groups work with consultants and 
facilitators.) Itenhances the contextual awareness ofall concerned and helps 
them, separately and together, to have the most profound effect upon their 
context. 

Church and community development equips people to engage in, and to 
promote, this kindofopen participation: its philosophy and theology argues for 
itand its approaches and methods facilitate it. Ihave illustrated this inPartOne, 
especially in Chapters 3 and 4. 

Anything, in fact, that gets people comparing and contrasting their own 
thinking openly with that ofothers is to be welcomed, provided that it does not 
paralyse them. There are infmite possibilities ofdoing this through books, the 
media, worship, Bible study, house groups, etc. 

Two things I wish to mention here. One is worship. Over and again during 
the past twenty years, as I have struggled to explore this new field of work, 
worship, and particularly the eucharist, has helped me to put it in a wider 
context. In that environment Ihave faced and explored issues I could not have 
done in other settings. I much appreciate Robin Green's suggestion that: 

Liturgy, which is the vehicle through which worship is expressed, creates an 
environment in which human beings confront those sides of themselves 
which under normal circumstances they dare not face.23 

The second thing I wish to mention is the important function that churches can 
performby offering an overall referenceframework which can act as acatalyst 
to our own. An example ofthis whichhelped me greatly was astatement in the 
1986 Methodist Conference Agenda.24 It was entitled "A Context for Policy 
Decisions". It had been devised to help the President's Council to review 
connexional policy with particular regard to the uses to which we put our 
limited resources at a time when new opportunities and needs are stimulating 
a desire to respond in new ways. The Revd Brian Beck, the author of the 
statement, setout the reference points as "nineobligations which we mustseek 
to fulfll. They are the dimensions within which we have to live. They are not 
set out in any particular order (as in the three-dimensional world in which we 
all live, all three dimensions are equally important, whatever the order in which 
we speak of them) and they are notnumbered for that reason." Iparaphrase the 
obligations because they are such agood example of the way in which we can 
help people to reconsider theirown referenceframeworks. Theobligations are: 
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A deeper rooting of the life of the Church. (Several concerns come 
together here: the quality of worship, including the use of the arts, the 
need for better theological knowledge and understanding, and a wider 
concern for and fostering of spirituality.) 

To develop and pursue the mission of the Church, in its many forms. 
evangelistic and socio-political. 

To take seriously the intellectual encounter with our society. (The 
engagement is in several theatres: scientific/technological, politicaV 
economic, religious/theological, in the encounter with other faiths and 
moralities.) 

The discernment, development and deployment of the gifts of the 
whole people of God. 

To ensure that we do not allow two experiences of disappointment in 
ecumenical negotiations ... to deflect us from our commitment to the 
ecumenical movement. co-operation with otherchurches, andultimately 
(in whatever form) the reintegration of a divided Church. 

To ensure that we do not allow the natural insularity of the British 
Islanders to blinker us to our membership in the world church, with the 
obligations and potential which that brings. 

Priority is to be given to the poor. 

Priortiy is to be given to those activities which have along-term rather 
than a short-term application. 

We must ensure that our procedures acquire enough flexibility to 
enablechanges tobe agreed and take pIacerapidly, and local adaptations 
to be encouraged. 

Theseobligations havehelped me. It is not difficultto see how they can be used 
to check and evaluate our plans for action and our reference frameworks. 

The possibility of closed-circuit thinking cannot be entirely avoided. We 
select our circles ofinfluence and we have apropensity to welcome that which 
confmns our thinking and resist that which challenges and contradicts it. But 
we can reduce the dangers of our thinking becoming parochial and seriously 
dysfunctional by comparing our reference points with those formed in 
environments other than those in which ours were formed. This induces 
"double loop learning" which enables us "to take a double look" at things and 
to question the relevance of our operating norms.2S It alsohelps us to relate our 
work to the wider context of thought and need. 

4. Articulating Learning 

"Whatare we learning?" Thisquestion canbe asked at any stageoftheprocess. 

It never fails to evoke significant responses-frequently unexpected, always 
productive. There is an exampleofits effectiveness in the study oftheproblem 
on failure in Chapter 2. Spontaneously, the whole group knew what they had 
to do to tackle this problem when I asked them what they were learning: "We 
must get this kind of discussion going amongst the people with whom we 
work!" 

I use the question frequently, especially when I and those with whom I am 
working are stuck or struggling with a bad experience. Addressing it causes 
us to look at whatever we have been doing from a different angle. It distances 
us from direct engagement with the subject-matter and gives us a new 
perspective on it and our activity in relation to it. The analogy that comes to 
mind is of craftsmen or artists standing back from whatever they are doing, 
walking around it and looking at it first from this position and then from that. 
Viewing their work in this way helps them to assess it and to decide what, if 
anything, now needs to be done. Thus informed, they can return to close 
engagement with their material. Asking this question, therefore, frees people 
to change their mental and emotional perspective--a coffee break can, of 
course, have the same effect. It stimulates lateral thinking, it gets people to 
articulate feelings and part-formed thoughts generated by the activity. 
Establishing what we have learnt from a particular experience-and there is 
always something to be learnt-adds value to it. In fact, it can salvage bad 
experiences. It is a way of building up our own practice theory. It helps us to 
rise above circumstances. 

Also, by directing attention to what we are learning about doing God's will 
in the church and in society, it reinforces the vocational education model upon 
which the approach advocated in this book is based. Were it based upon a 
therapeutic model, thequestion would be, "Areyoufeeling better?" Ofcourse. 
this could well be asubordinate question, but the primary issue in this context 
is about what weare learning about ourselves as workers and the work in which 
we are engaged. 

5. Meditation, Reflection and Prayer 

As I said earlier, this process is most effective when it is used in close 
association with meditation, reflection and prayer. They are different but 
complementary activities. Analysis and design are in the active mood and 
mode of being; they involve the disciplined application of mind, inspiration 
and heart to the job of working things out systematically; they are carried out 
by logical dialogues informed by intuitions. Reflection is in a different mood 
and mode. It involves concentrating and waiting upon things meditatively, 
"listening" to what they might say. Prayer is adialogue with God about things. 
Meditation, reflection and prayer allow the free association of mind and heart 
with all that is happening in the widest possible context. These different 
activities draw and feed upon one another. Working at things systematically 
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and praying about them in a context of pastoral care integrates the activities, 
creates a spirituality of its own, generates and releases energy and enables 
people to work creatively for human and spiritual development. 

6. Evaluation 
The processes I am describing enable people to evaluate past experience 
through analysing it in relation to a cluster of reference points and through 
reflecting and meditating upon it and praying about it. Similarly, they enable 
workers to evaluate their ideas for future action. At the same time they 
encourage people to articulate what they are learning and thus to evaluate the 
processes in which they are engaged. The result is that continuous assessment 
is written deep into the analysis and design of church and community work. 
Thus evaluation is an integral partofthe process of thinking things through, not 
simply a stage in it. Consequently wherever, whenever and however people 
use this schema they have to be able to handle continuous feedback.l consider 

that later. 
Other ways of evaluating can complement that which is embedded in the 

analysis and design of work programmes. That is why in Figure 5:2 I have 
shown evaluation following through the action. Various systems are used to 
evaluate different kinds of change.26 The one I use involves assessing change 
in relation to objectives and purposes - I call it a "directional analysis of 
change". And I use "behavioural indicators" to assess changes in things such 
as commitmentwhich cannotbe directly observed or measured. Topursue this 
further would be to go beyond the scope of this book. 

ll. USING THE SCHEMA 

So far in this chapterwe have presented aconceptual framework, a schema,for 
analysing and designing church and community development work and have 
explored some of the things involved in using various aspects of it. Now we 
tum to using the schema to promote human and spiritual development. 

This schema can be used by individuals on their own to help them to think 
through their work. No area ofwork is too small or too largefor these analytical 
methods. Colleagues, teams and groups can also use it. Workers and 
consultants, too, canuseittohelpindividuals, groups,churches andorganizations 
to think about and to plan their work. Clearly there are significant differences 
in using the schema in these different ways and settings. Those will be 
considered later. Here we will concentrate on things to be taken into account 
in using the schema in any way whatsoever. 

1. An Art and a Craft 

Presenting the schema in an orderly way as wehave donecould mislead people 
into thinking that they have to use it, privately or with others, in a rather 
mechanical and inflexible manner in order to put their thinking and that of 
others into precisely the same tidy shape. That is not the aim. The intention 
is that the schema will help people to organize their thoughts and ideas about 
themselves as workers and about their work in ways which will enable them to 
make theirbestcontributions in theirsituations. Doing thatinvolves promoting, 
within workers in relation to their work, creative interplay between theschema 
and 

• the ways in which the people concerned naturally and normally think: 
about things; 

• the thoughts and feelings that the people have about themselves as 
workers and their work; 

• the subject-matter under consideration. 

The potential for variation in each of these three factors is enormous and the 
permutations ofthem are infinite. People, for instance, think indifferent ways 
and at different speeds. Many things alter the tempo and rhythm of thought. 
Some people want to think: from the abstract to the concrete whilst others are 
only comfortable when discussion is earthed in actual situations. Some people 
want to work through things systematically, whilst others like to move at will 
or whim from one topic to another. Turning to the second factor, people may 
be preoccupied with a particular difficulty or an idea or something they want 
to do. And the emotional investment that people have in the subjects under 
discussion will vary enormously. Some will be very clear, others confused. 
Similarly, the subject-mattercould vary enormously in contentand complexity. 

Clearly, whether we are using the schema on our own or with others, 
promoting creative interplay between so many human factors, subtly different 
and bewilderingly complex, is an art or a craft. It calls for self-knowledge, 
skills in working on our own and with ourselves and others, sensitivity to 
thoughts, feelings and situations, and the ability to choose appropriate ways of 
using the schema. Sometimes, for example, it is right to go through the eight 
stages systematically, or versions of it, as we did in the case study and the 
situational analysis (Chapters 1and 3). But even then itis essential to have the 
freedom toexplore, to revisitprevious stages and to visit stagesnot yet reached. 
At other times it is necessary to start with the things with which we are 
preoccupied or which we fear: beliefs or action plans for example. Then, from 
that point, to work backwards and forwards through the stages until all the 
necessary analytical and design work has been completed. Or, again, when 
working with others, it may be necessary to get people to work at stages they 
are neglecting or avoiding. 
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Then there are other choices, whether one is working systematically through 
the stages or in a much more discursive way. These concern methods. When 
working on adevelopment agenda, for example, it might be appropriate to do 
some hard disciplined thinking about the alternatives and their respective 
advantages and disadvantages as a prelude to making decisions. On the other 
hand, itmightbe much morecreative to meditate or reflect orpray orstate what 
is being learnt about making development agendas. 

Then there is the choiceofperspective from which to do the analytical work. 
Sometimes it is right to focus on situations, problems and cases in relation to 
one's own reference points. At other times it is right to consider one's own 
reference points in relation to a situation and/or independent reference points 
and set the work in a wider context. Choosing the most helpful perspective 
from which to analyse and design, selecting aspects of the schema and using 
them in the most creative way, is amatter ofjudgement, skill and style calling 
for the artistry of the craftsman in sculpting church and community work, the 
analytical rigour of the scientist and the systematic approach of the technician. 

2. Working to the Whole and the Parts 

The craft, therefore, requires the ability to work ateach stage separately and to 
the whole process. Each stage can result in a completed piece of potentially 
useful work: a building block. A sound design, for example, is aconsiderable 
achievement even if it is not deployed for some considerable time. The value, 
veracity and viability of the product of one stage depends upon the reliability 
of the stages that have preceded it: decisions depend upon planning, planning 
upon designs and design upon analysis. Error at one stage flaws the next. 
Fortunately the insights gained from alaterstage often reveal errors in an earlier 
one. But this does not always happen. 

One of the ways of avoiding the cumulative effect of error is to review 
periodically the stages covered in relation to each other by summarizing what 
has emerged from them and looking carefully at theconnectionsbetween them. 
Contrasting and comparing stages can show whether or not the stages are 
building upon each other in the most constructive way. Using the schema, 
therefore, involves changing perspectives between attending to the stages of 
the process and to the process as awhole and focusing variouslyon the people, 
their situations, the schema and the interaction between them. 

3. The Dynamic 

Working for development with people in church and community is as 
complicated, messy and difficult abusiness as it is exciting and absorbing. So 
is thinking about it. Theprocesses we are discussing helppeople to think about 
their work and to go about it in a more orderly and analytical way. They are 
tidy tools to workon untidy material. Concentrating on thetidy toolscould give 

false impressions: that using the tools is as tidy as the tools themselves; that the 
subject-matter is more tidy than it is; that the thinking will be functional only 
if it is as tidy as the layout of the process. The aim is to get and maintain the 
clarity of thought which gives life to the dynamic ofcreative activity within the 
peopleconcerned. Abitof tidying up, tocontinue the metaphor, can sometimes 
do this better than a thorough spring-clean. It is a matter of doing the amount 
of thinking and clarifying with which people can cope; no more and no less. 

It is easy enough to indicate the untidiness and complexity of the thinking 
process but I fmd it impossible to model it in still pictures and diagrams. For 
instance, thinking about an old experience is a new experience which can 
include new experiences of the original experience. As we think, act and 
evaluate, we continuously look back to former experiences to bring forward 
anything ofuse in the presentwhich we canuse in the future. "Layering" is one 
way ofdescribing the process of adding to previous experiences new layers of 
analytical and evaluative thought about them which contribute to an evolving 
understanding and interpretation of them. This happens in the use of the 
processes we are considering. The linearity of the diagram denies it. The 
"pastoral spiral" which some people prefer gets a little nearer to it but misses 
dimensions of my diagram. 

Another metaphor, the incoming tide, helps me to represent rhythms in the 
process. Withdrawing from the action to think, plan and evaluate is like the ebb 
ofthe tide. Itenablesworkers to gather themselves for the nextwaveofforward 
movement. Action, like the tide, sometimes moves gently forward whilst at 
other times it surges. Some ground gives way quickly to the incoming tide, 
some resists it. What is important is that the action tide is incoming. It is not 
always easy to discern whether tides are coming in or going out when they are 
on the tum. In human and spiritual affairs the eddies, currents and endless to 
and fro movements of human beings in thought and action often make it 
difficult to determine the flow of things. 

Several pictures of the processes of moving from experience to creative 
action areemerging. Onepictureportrays it ineightcarefully differentiated and 
inter-related steps. Another shows the movement of human thought from the 
present to the past, backwards and forwards to the future which forms new 
layers to old experiences and is ever generating new experiences. Yet another 
shows it tobe tidal. Certainly ithas apulse. Thesepictures arecomplementary. 
Together they prevent the process being seen as either formless or as an 
inflexible, closed, mechanical system. It is living and vital, at its mosteffective 
when it resonates with the rhythms of thought and action of people and 
enhances their creative dynamic.27 

4. Using it with Other People 

Basically there are two ways of using this process when working with other 
people. ThefU'St is to lead them through it stageby stage in away which seems 
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appropriate to the leader or worker. The schema as awhole is not disclosed at 
the outset: the leader uses it as apersonal mental map. The second is to get the 
commitment of those involved to the process from the outset by describing it 
to them and adapting or adopting it. The first is to be preferred when. for 
example, people are likely to be put offor overwhelmed by the presentation of 
all the stages. The second is to be preferred whenever possible because all 
those involved have opportunities to contribute to managing the process and 
this, in turn, maximizes effectiveness and learning. Shared understanding of 
the process engenders discipline amongst the participants and gives them 
freedom; thediscipline to follow theprocess and tosee that all necessary stages 
are covered; and the freedom to modify it as required. 

S. The Human Factor 

Workers and people are the make-and-break factor in these processes of 
thoughtful action. The processes will only work if they have th~ per.s?nal 
resources and the skills and the will to use them. The human factor IS cntical. 
1hree aspects of this are considered in this section. 

a. Workers as their own Analyticallnstruments28 

The processes work in and through the people who engage in them: the 
workers. They provide the data from their observations. Everything, including 
the perspectives of others, is processed through their minds, hearts and souls. 
The principal axis of the process is their perspective. Much vital data is 
provided from their experiences of the situation upon which they are working 
and whatotherpeople think andfeel. Otherdata comesfrom research, surveys, 
published papers, etc. They interpret their own data and that of others. The 
infortnation they workonis variouslyabout places,buildings, details ofevents, 
money; experiences ofpeople and God; ideas and concepts, etc. They use their 
beliefs and noxiants as reference points and they assess resources and needs. 
The human factor dominates. Human error is omnipresent. Workers are their 
own analytical, design, decision-making and acting instruments. 

Most of their infonnation comes through the workers' own observations as 
participants in their working situations. Participant observation29 is the 
principal research tool used in community studies, anthropology and action
research. (The processes described in this section are action- reflection-action 
procedures and sequences which have much incommon with action-resear~h.) 
Members of these disciplines have put an enonnous amount of effort mto 
studying the theory and practice ofparticipantobservation and experimenting 
with its use in orderto make it as reliable an instrument as possible. "Participant 
observation"has, in fact, become a technical tenn for all that is involved in this 
way ofcollecting andcorrecting data whichhelps towards abetterunderstanding 
of human situations. 

All of us participate and observe. We cannot help doing so. What I have 

learnt about ''participant observation" from the three disciplines mentioned 
above has enriched my ministry. It has helped me to be much more effective 
as a minister in my work with people in church and community. It has helped 
me to take better account of the effects that my part in the scheme of things and 
the nature of my participation have upon my observations. (The kind of 
participation varies greatlyfrom activeleadershipto apassivepresence.) Ithas 
helped me to take into account ways in which Idistort data and deceive myself. 
It has helped me to be aware of the ways in which data is distorted by 
misinfonnation, evasions, lies and "fronts" and the need to correct it. It has 
helped me to see the value of recording what I have seen and thought. The 
enonnous value of participant observation is that it enables workers to study 
human situations from within, the changes and developments as they occur, the 
sequence of events which lead to changes for the better and worse, and the 
causes of change. 

When working with people for human and spiritual development, some 
people hesitate about using anything that smacks of a scientific method. They 
feel that "studying people" with whom they are working in loving, caring 
relationships can affect their relationships with them adversely. I agree, but the 
processes described in this book are designed for workers and people, 
separately and together, to study the work in which they are engaged. People, 
of course, are involved in the work and processes but the emphasis is on 
thinking through critical aspects of our vocational work or apostolate in order 
that we may do it more effectively and with growing satisfaction. 

This is not the place to explore this subject further. I have described 
elsewhere ways in which this method helped a group of ordinary people to 
solve problems connected with violent behaviour which had vandalized and 
closed our youth club.30 Also some books are listed in the notes for those who 
would like to pursue this matter further.31 

b. Feelings and Emotions 
Part Oneillustrateshowfeelings and emotions ofvaryingkinds areinextricably 
intertwined with ideas, thoughts. beliefs and concepts in the lives and working 
relationships of church and community workers. They can range from 
depression toexcited anticipation. Generally speaking,problems andcases are 
associated with a sense of failure and all the pain that goes with it. Examining 
whathashappenedprobes sensitivewounds. Workers canexperiencefrustration 
because they sense opportunities have been missed and that they have lost the 
initiative. Not surprisingly, they tend to be defensive and apprehensive 
because they know healing will hurt and that there could be hurt without 
healing. 
Quitedifferent emotions arecommonly associated with new projects. Workers 
are excited about thepossibilities and promise ofnew beginnings, the challenge 
of exploring the unknown and of creating something. Getting people to take 
ahard look at difficulties they had not previously seen in a project that they are 
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on fIre aboutcan all too easily dampen their enthusiasm and weaken their will 
to continue with the project. Working to feelings and within the emotional 
competence of people. therefore. is as necessary as working to thoughts and 
their intellectual competence. People simply cannot think straight when they 
are out of their emotional depth. Defensiveness prevents creative thought. 
Panic is the end of rational thought. 

A vital question for workers. co-workers and consultants is implicit in all 
this: whathelps people towork atfeelings and todevelopemotional competence? 
I venture the following suggestions. based on the things which I have found 
help the negative feelings of people to give way to positive ones and which 
enhance their emotional involvement in their work. 

•	 Offer and honour confldentiality. 
Establish an understanding with the people about what they require of •
 
you should their feelings take over.
 
Acknowledge and acceptfeelings ofany kind as a legitimate partofthe• 
reality of the work situation but avoid inflaming them. 
Work to feelings and thoughts. (One way of doing this is to ask people• 
"How do you feel?" as well as "What do you think?" Another way is
 
to ask if any feelings are inhibiting their participation.)
 

Work with people on their feelings with empathy but non-emotively.
 • 
(At times I have found myself adding my feelings about. say. the
 
injusticeexperienced by someone.to theirs and using emotive language.
 
Generally speaking. this does not help, whereas controlled emotional
 
involvement does.)
 
Work at feelings specifically and with objectivity. (Working at
• 
feelings in relation to specific situations. people and events using 
expressive but non-emotive language helps to do this.) 

Help people to express feelings that they need to make explicit and help• 
them guard against the danger of saying things publicly that they will
 
subsequently regret having said. (Sharing thoughts and feelings is
 
always arisky business. One of the things I do when I think people are
 
about to take too big a risk is to hold them back for a moment and ask
 
them to consider whether they need to share whatever is about to
 
come.)
 
Check out and take seriously how people feel about doing things.
• 
(Sometimes people cannot enter into a discussion about something 
because they cannot see how it can be done or they cannot see 
themselves doing it. Ithappens to acolleagueofmine. Theyneed some 
idea of how the thing might be done before they can discuss whether 
it should be done.) 

•	 Plan for affective involvement. 

Working with people affectively in these waysgives thememotional confidence. 
develops work programmes with which they are most likely to be able to cope 
and gradually extends their emotional competence. 

c. Handling Feedback 
In addition to the technical and conceptual skills required. the ability ofpeople 
to participate creatively in the processess described in this chapter depends 
upon their capacity to handle positive and negative feedback constructively. 
They are likely to experience both kinds offeedback. My experience has been 
that, overall, the effect of working through the process is invariably positive: 
facing up to and working through negativefeedback is releasing and renewing; 
moving from designing and planningcan tum anydisappointmentexperienced 
in the analysis to the hope and expectation that comes from new plans and 
knowing just what to do. Part One illustrates this. The objective of this section 
is quite specific: it is to bring this important but often neglected aspect of the 
process into full view in order to encourage and help people to prepare 
themselves for it in advance. As people think their way through these 
processes, feedback can come to them in four different ways: they will 
certainly experience the first and probably the others as well. 

Self-feedback.This feedback is the innerresponse we experience when we are 
involved in some activity or other in private or in public or when we are 
reflecting on it. Wefeel whether things are going weIl orbadly. His immediate. 
unbidden and can be difflcult to control. It is the response of our whole being 
to whatever is happening. Every part of us is affected by our feelings. our 
mood. our composure and our energy level. It can variously freeze or free us; 
it can affIrm, confIrm, confound, confuse and embarrass us. It changes our 
state of mind and being and our ability to think and act. Some of the worst 
experiences of negative self-feedback come when least expected and 
consequently are more devastating. It must be said that self-feedback is not 
an infallible or even reliable guide to our performance as experienced by 
others even though it is often a good indicator of what is happening and of 
our effectiveness. Our poise, well-being and performance depend upon being 
able to handle, in public and private, a range of feedback from that which 
flatters to that which devastates. 

Unsolicited feedback from others. The supportive and evaluative value of 
unsolicited and other forms of feedback is dependent upon the perceived 
motives. insights and sincerity of those who give it. It can be the expression 
ofjoy at some success or support at a time of failure or loss. It can be a caring 
challenge. On the other hand, it can be an attempt to hurt or to curry favour. 
We need to be able to discern feedback that must be taken seriously. 

CasuaIly solicited feedback. More often than not it is when we are feeling 
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battered or uncertain that we solicit feedback casually. Loaded rather than 
unloaded questions come more easily to our lips under such circumstances. 
We are more likely to say, "I did all right in that discussion, didn't I?" than 
"Please give me you honest opinion of my performance in that discussion". It 
is more difficult to give an honest answer to the first because the request is for 
affirmative support rather than an assessment. 

Serious attempts to get reliable feedback. Various methods of evaluation 
and survey can be used to get reliable feedback. As we have noted, the process 
described here is evaluative. 

Possible aids to handling feedback. What will help us to handle feedback 
especially that which hurts, deflates and erodes confidence? Answering that 
question helps us to prepare to tackle the process and the feedback openly and 
more confidently. Church and community workers with whom I have 
discussed this have found one or other of the following things have helped 
them. 

(i) The Importance ofProcessing Feedback. It is important to work on the 
basis that the quality of the human processing of feedback, not the nature or 
quality ofthefeedback, determines the substantivelong-termeffects that it has 
upon those who receive it and those with whom they work. Even though 
research shows that the most common result is that success leads to greater 
efforts and failure to less,32 the reversedoes happen: "success can lead to taking 
things easy and failure to increased effort".33 Success can also lead to conceit. 
Research also shows that "those high in achievement motivation appear to be 
stimulated to greaterefforts by both success and failure".34 This underlines the 
enormous importance of the personal preparation to receive feedback and 
guidelines for processing it. 

(ii) Personal Preparation for Feedback. Some questions help to prepare to 
receive and work on feedback that comes in all four ways: 

•	 What kind of good and bad inner responses and reactions do you 
customarily make when you receivefeedback that is positive/negative? 

•	 What responses do those with whom you work often make and what 
effects does that have upon you? 

•	 What would you have to do in order to improve the way in which you 
process and use feedback? 

•	 What kind(s) of feedback do you need from whom or what? 

•	 Why do you need it? 

•	 Are there any dangers in trying to get it? 

•	 How can you get and receive it? 

(iii) Guidelines to Processing Feedback. Remain critically open to negative 
and positive feedback; don't dismiss or quench it by denigrating the sources. 
In relation to feedback, however, the source may be wrong and you may be 
right. Several things can help: 

•	 Make it usable and manageable by: 
-collating and condensing it to avoid the problems of feedback 
overload; 
-trying to de-personalize and objectify it possibly by writing it down, 
or talking tosomeoneelse about it. Look at itfromdifferentperspectives. 
Feelings are facts but try to avoid being preoccupied with them. Delay 
reaction when possible. 

•	 Determine quite specifically to what the feedback properly relates: to 
you? your work? your beliefs/purposes? your organization? Or is it a 
projection of a problem that others have? 

•	 Decide whether or not anything can be done about it and whether it is 
worthy of serious attention. 

•	 Try to keep things in proportion by counter-balancing positive with 
negative feedback and vice versa. 

•	 Avoidconfusing qualitative with quantativefeedback: oneperson may 
be right and the rest wrong and vice versa; the person who makes most 
noise mayor may not be right! 

•	 Evaluatefeedback and determine its implications in relation to beliefs, 
purposes, needs, resources and your personal performance (not onlyin 
relation to yourself) and in relation to what you know of its source. 

•	 Whenever possible seek help and support, not just one or the other. 

•	 Think, feel and pray things through. 

6. Using Appropriate Modes 

Successful use ofthesesystematic thinkingprocedures depends to aconsiderable 
extent upon selecting a mode of the process most appropriate to the people 
concerned and the task in which they are engaged. This variously involves 
translating the description of the stages and procedures into a language 
understood by and acceptable to those involved; choosing an appropriate 
mode; designing new modes when the available ones are not suitable; and 
structuring procedures to fit people and their circumstances. This is true 
whether we are working on our own or with others. 

Translating. The language used here to describe the process is appropriate to 
those who are comfortable with formal and slightly technical language. I use 
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it with some, but by no means all groups. Some people, for instance, I 
encourage to work through the process by using two groups ofquestions. TIle 
nrstis about reference points: Whatdo you want to do? (purpose); What don't 
you want to happen? (noxiants); Why? (beliefs); What are your resources? 
The second group is: What is the situation like? What changes would you like 
to see? What works and doesn't work? Why? What needs to be done? How 
can these things be done? How will we know when we have done them 
satisfactorily? What has to be done and who is going to do what? People and 
their situation would determine the order in which these questions would be 
put. Translating the terms into appropriate language is vitally important. 

Choosing. So far we have described the generic process and four modes of it 
related to working on problems, cases, situations and projects. The stages and 
sequences of the generic process are directly useful to help people think 
through things. I have used it in this way on a wide range of my own work and 
that of others. One example is work that I did over a period of two years with 
alarge ecumenical team. We agreed the process. They wrote papers depicting 
the situation as they saw it and as they would prefer it. I collected their replies 
and drew outcritical features. We gaveaday to discussing it and analysing the 
situation and toestablishing thedevelopment agenda. Someofthe work on this 
agenda the team carried out, some of itwe did together. Ihave worked through 
the same process with many individuals and groups in two hours or so. 

Sometimes the mode is appropriately self-selecting through the focus of 
people's attention on a problem, a case, a situation, a project or a whole 
prograrnrneofwork. Generally speaking the problem and case-study methods 
are apposite when they can be properly considered without surveying the 
situation as a whole. Situational and longitudinal studies of projects and 
programmes are necessary when overviews of the inter-related parts are 
required. Studying problems and cases can lead to, or clear the way for. 
situational and longitudinal studies. Studies of situations, projects and 
programmes can identify key problems and cases that would not have been 
identified by working on the cases and problems initiallypresented by people. 
Modes are not always self-selecting so it is prudent to check out which is 
appropriate. 

One of the issues is whether to start with problems and cases or situations. 
A way to check this is to ask at an early stage whether people experience this 
kindofproblemorcasefrequently. Ifnot, the problem orcase mode is probably 
appropriate. If they do, then it may be that there is in the people themselves. 
or in the way in which they work, or in the situation, a more basic cause of the 
difficulties. The natureofthosedifficulties/issues will indicate the appropriate 
mode. 

Designing. Tailor-made modes have to be designed if neither the generic 
process nor the four modes is sui table. (There is, ofcourse, considerable scope 

for adaptation in all the given modes.) Designing appropriate modes is a 
fascinating andfuilllling occupation. Aproject upon which Iworked illustrates 
this process. 3S It was entitled "Relationships in Mission". The aim was to 
promote deeper levels of interdependence and mutuality in the relationships 
between theOverseas DivisionoftheMethodistChurch (MCOD) andMethodist 
Churches in West Mrica. 

Three consultations were held between MCOD and the MethodistChurches 
in Sierra Leone (1984), Ghana (1985) and Nigeria (1986). The facilitating 
structure for these consultations was an application of the basic principles and 
processes we are considering. During thecourseofa week we worked through 
aseven-stageprocess: agreementaboutobjectives for theconsultation(reference 
points); establishing profiles ofthe churches (situations as they were); agreeing 
a programme of work to be done on issues of mutual concern during the 
consultation (development agenda); working on the agreed tasks in separate 
groups (designingprogrammes); sharingfindings and analysing and reflecting 
on what was being learnt about being together in the Kingdom of God 
(theological reflection); ensuring that the consultations flowed into the life and 
work of the churches (putting ideas to work); and preparing and agreeing a 
report during the consultation (recording). There were three core strands to the 
process: theology, relationships and practicalities, inclUding finance (key 
reference points). Versions of the chart in Figure 5:3 were used to explain and 
promote the consultative processes, which were set in a prayerful context. 

Structuring. PeoplenotonIydiffer considerablyin their ability andwillingness 
to think systematically but they are more capable of doing so in some 
circumstances rather than in others. Helping people, therefore, to work through 
things as thoroughly as they are able-and thatis the aim, not working slavishly 
through a process in a doctrinaire way-involves finding structures which fit 
them, their mood and circumstances. Both over- and under-structuring can 
inhibit thought. Frequently I have had the experience of people saying in a 
group that they feel inhibited from contributing something they feel to be 
relevant because it does not fit into the pattern that is emerging. Taking such 
incidents seriously invariably leads to a revision of the process, to acorrection 
of the structures and to new patterns of creative thought. Another frequent 
experience is ofpeople saying things like, "I am lost," "I do not know where 
we are going," "I just cannot see where that fits." This can be an indication 
oflack ofstructure or the failure to build up the unfolding pattern of thought so 
that everyone can see how things fit and do not fit together. One of my reflex 
actions to such situations is to summarize-I do it whenever Iget lost or stuck 
in working things out on my own or with other people. SummariZing is one of 
my most useful tools. It gathers up the thinking, and gives us a chance to take 
hold of it together and decide just what we must do next. We are most likely 
to get the structuring right if we: 
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•	 haveassimilated theessentials ofthe processes so that they are anatural 
part of the way in which we ourselves work at things; 

•	 tailor structures to people rather than people to structures; 

•	 work to the people, their thinking rhythms and their situation; (This is 
no easy thing when working with people who differ significantly, as I 
invariably do. I try not to leave anyone behind: working to those who 
can verbalize their thoughts most readily marginalizes the others and 
their contributions-and thebest thoughts do not always comefrom the 
quickest thinkers! I find that this generates trust and mutual respect and 
understanding of each other's thought-processes. As trust and respect 
grow, people think together more deeply and more quickly. This does 
not, of course, preclude comparatively fast-flowing conversations 
between two or three people which others pick up in subsequent 
discussions and from which they learn.) 

•	 stretch but do not overstretch people; 

•	 keep aweathereye open for indicators thatprocesses and structures are 
impeding thought; (Some indicators have been mentioned. Others are: 
the mechanical orland desultory application of the processes; lack of 
creativity; the lossofenergy;peoplenotapplying themselves;boredom.) 

•	 check out from time to time whether or not people are happy with the 
way of working; (This can be done with a light touch. Itdoes not have 
to be a ponderous evaluation!) 

•	 strike a working balance between competing objectives. (There are 
several competing objectives in this kind of work related to: making 
critical decisions when time for thought is seriously limited; involving 
as many people as possible in the decisions and getting as many 
insights as possible; helping people to learn how to work things out 
more thoroughly.) 

Such approaches to structuring formal and informal discussions help people to 
learn together as they work together. They give people clues about ways of 
promoting more creative thought through the informal conversations and 
gossip which are importantparts ofthe fabric ofhumanlife. The grapevine and 
networks carry much of the traffic that promotes or undermines human well
being and development.36 

All this is highly pertinent to an important issue in community development 
highlighted by Professor Roland Warren. He suggests that community 
development can be "seen as a process of converting the community or parts 
of it into a formal organization for problem-solving and action purposes".37 
One effect of this is that it converts the much-valued gemeinschafl* (natural 

*gemeinschaft has three central aspects: "blood, place (land) and mind, with their sociological 
consequents ofkinship, neighbourhood and friendship".38 It is based on community sentiment, 
customs, commonly accepted norms and shared institutions and values. 
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community) to gesellschaft· (organized society). 
Ithas been commonly thought that the latter destroys the fonner. In part this 

is the case but more recent research demonstrates that they co-exist. The 
growth of gesellscha/t does. in fact. lead to the growth of gemeinschaft as 
people seek ways of compensating for living in urban society by generating 
"community". However this might be. there is the possibility of community 
development that seeks to promote gemeinschaft actually converting parts of 
the community into gesellschaft-like structures and methods. This tricky issue 
from community development resonates with the problem ofover-structuring 
analytical and design processes which we have just discussed. 

7. Subject-Matter 
These processes are used on various kinds of subject-matter: the actualities of 
working situations presented by the workers; what the workers think and feel 
about the situations; the beliefs. purposes. hopes. fears and aspirations of the 
workers; the understanding andknowledgederivedfrom many sources that the 
workers have about themselves. other human beings and church and society. 
The processes are designed to help workers to gather this information; to shape 
and order it so that it is most readily available and useful; to supplement it; and 
then to work on it so that it is used in relation to the purposes of the workers. 

In this way much complex infonnation can be brought into consciousness. 
At times workers can manage to use it creatively with the help of the processes 
without too much difficulty. At other times the difficulties of handling it are 
further complicatedby the cloud ofunknowing that surrounds us when we are 
working with people: always there are so many things it would help us toknow 
about whatpeople reallythink andfeel andhow they will respond to this or that. 

And there is another difficulty. On all sides the subject-matter opens out on 
to the disciplines of the social and behavioural sciences and theology and their 
endless literature. Seeking help from these disciplines in relation to specific 
work situations takes us into the complexities and contradictions of these 
disciplines. Not surprisingly. people stick to well-worn traditions and their 
habitual ways of working at things and are wary of new ideas! So much 
information can be overwhelming and intimidating. Several things can help. 
although the inherent difficulties do not go away. 

First. my experience is that for the main part people. especially pairs and 
small groups. can be very creative when they work at the infonnation and the 
knowledge that they alreadyhavein the ways Ihavedescribed. The introduction 
ofthe process greatly enhances the use to which they put whateverknowledge 
and infonnation they have. This is good because more often than not they 
simply have to get on with things and have not time to do any research. 

*gesellschaft "refers to the large-scale. impersonal and contractual ties that were seen by 
nineteenth-century sociologists to be on the increase at the expense of gemeinschaft"·39 

Second. when further information is needed the processes help to determine 
what is required.40 

Third, to be most effective I need to work within my own discipline and to 
concentrate on my own work situation. paying particular attention to the 
~te~a~es between my situation and the contextual issues and between my 
dlsclplme and that of others. Attention to those interfaces enables me to read 
off theimplications ofissues andotherdisciplines for my work and situations
and thi~. in turn. infonns others working on the issues and in other disciplines. 
I hav~ Illustrated this later in this chapter from some work I did in Ireland. 
Th~s does n.o~ preclude my making excursions into other disciplines or 

~or~g on cntical contextual issues. On the contrary; it gives me a secure 
situational and professional base from which to make such excursions and 
many adv~tages accrue from doing so. For instance. I brought to the worked 
examples mPart One my experience and research into church and community 
develo~ment. But there are many difficulties and dangers in making these 
excursions ap~ from fmding the time and the energy and selecting promising 
areas. There IS the sheer number of disciplines that have so much to offer to 
ch~ch and community work through their study of things such as human and 
Sptr1~al de~elopment. churches. organizations. communities and the ways of 
working With them. And one thing leads to another: I find community 
development useful and that takes me into adult education. community studies. 
anthro~ology •ethnography•social psychology. urban sociology .... All yielding 
~se~l infonnation-and this is only one cluster of relevant subjects. Quite 
trrationally. Ifmd myselffeeling Imustmaster thesesubjects. Igetdemoralized 
because Icannot do so. It is precisely at this point that the orientation described 
at the beginning of this paragraph helps me. My objective is not to master but 
to forage: to sear~h fo~ ~ings which. once integrated into my own discipline 
(that of a ~ethodlst rntruster engaged in church and community development 
work~. Will e~ance my ability to do my work in my situation. So. in my 
f?rag~g two Important reference points-professional discipline and work 
sltua~o~-help me tofind my way around thecomplexities ofthese disciplines 
and slrntlarly around the complexities of the contextual issues. 

Afourth thing that helps me is the realization thatthesubstantivecontributions 
o~ a~l ~e relevant disciplines can be made only through people from those 
dlsclplmes working together. Theprocesses described in thisbook and the non
d~~ti~e approach make unique contributions towards making such multi
dlsclplmary partnerships happen and work. 
Fif~. when ~eople are approached non-directively they are more likely to 

share ~onnation about their thoughts and feelings which is highly relevant to 
promoting human and spiritual development-information that is which canbe . • • 

~amed only through people themselves giving it. The use oftheseprocesses 
which are thoroughly non-directive. therefore. provides a sound body of 
~ow~edge ~d underst~ding upon which to build. Those who habitually take 
dlrective actionareless hkelyto get into such privilegedpositions because they 
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are inclined tooverlay the thoughts ofothers with theirown thinking andplans. 
However, in working with people there is always so much we need to know that 
we do not know but desperately want to know. Questions and hypotheses are, 
therefore, important tools when working with people (cf. Chapter 7). 

The sixth point is the fact that we continually act to good effect in human 
affairs on the basis of a minute part of the sum total ofhuman knowledge even 
when we are working at full capacity or overload. 

So, having made the best possible use of the knowledge we have and that 
which we can bring into play through inter-disciplinary partnerships we can 
only commit the outcome and ourselves to God and his providence. 

8. But there is limited thinking time! 

Advocating this approach can all too easily give the impression that church and 
community workers should think about every aspect of their work in this 
thorough-going way all the time. Palpably, that is neither desirable nor 
possible. In one way or another we are thinking about things all the time. But 
at anyone time most of us can think in depth about only a few things of 
importance to us. We are most free to do that when other aspects of our lives 
and work are running smoothly as a result ofprevious hard thinking, studying 
and training. Not being able to think in this thorough-going way about 
everything does not mean, as some suggest, that there is little point in trying to 
think about anything in this way. Itpoints us to the vital importanceofselecting 
carefully just what we should be thinking about in this way at any particular 
time. Discerning this with perspicacity can make heavy demands upon our 
thinking and decision-making resources. The processes described in this 
chapter help people to engage in this kind of thinking. Our effectiveness in 
promoting human and spiritual development depends upon doing this whether 
ornotour thinking time is at apremium. Disciplining ourselves to do this helps 
us to encourage and enable others to do the same. 

The task is a challenging one. There is not much difficulty in getting people 
talking and thinking quite hard about things of mutual interest. We all 
experiencedifficulties in thinking about things that we need to think about,but 
do not want to. Exploring why we are resisting may be a way forward. 

My conviction about the need for this kind of thinking was reinforced 
recently when I reviewed in some detail the work we did over a period of six 
years in achurch, youth and community centre. I was impressedby thebreadth, 
depth and intensity of the thinking about fundamentals that went on. Ordinary 
people of all ages, Christians and non-Christians, engaged in it with me, using 
elementary formulations of the process described in this book. We had an 
enormous appetite for rigorous thinking about core issues that resulted in 
action. People's minds, as well as their hearts, were directing their action. 

m. COPING WITH CONTEXTUAL INTIMIDATION 

All aspects of church and community work: from local to national and the 
disciplines we have just been considering open out on to pressing contextual 
issues such as poverty, deprivation, injustice, sexism and racism, conflict, 
faction and violence. When I focus on work of the kind described in Part One 
I have no doubts at all about the value of what I am doing and I am confident 
about the processes I am using. My feelings are less predictable when I focus 
on aspects of the context, Le., the widercircumstances in which the work is set. 
Sometimes I am affmned in what I am doing, and excited by the possibilities 
I see. This is especially the case when some of the acute contextual issues are 
being experienced and tackled in the situation upon which I am working. That 
is, when I am working on concrete effects of poverty, injustice, or racism: I 
have restricted myselfto working at issues situationally rather than campaigning 
about them, important as that is. 

Atothertimes I am variouslychallenged, intimidated,overwhelmed, deflated 
and depressed by the puny contributions I feel I am making in relation to the 
awful vastness of human need; by new theories, approaches and methods 
which appear to invalidate the ones on which I am working; by the feeling I am 
dealing with symptoms rather than causes; by my inability to get to the heart 
of the matter which seems to be "out there" somewhere, and put things right 
at source; by theever-changing climates ofopinion in theeconomic and socio
religious spheres and the many disciplines which form important parts of my 
context It is all quite disturbing. I cannot, and Iknow I should not, shut out the 
context, but there is a temptation to do so, especially when it is overwhelming. 

What I believe I need is a creative tension between me, my work and my 
context with which I can live-if the tension is too high or too low it is 
disenabling. I am still struggling with all this and I know that that is my 
permanent lot! The modest aim of this section is to share some of the things 
that have helped me and those with whom I have worked to make the tension 
a little more creative and bearable. 

1. Contextualizing our Approach 

One thing I fmd helps me is to reflect on the contributions that the processes 
we are considering and church and community development are making and 
could make to tackling critical contextual issues. This reverses the process 
from thinking of the implications of the contextual issues for our work to 
thinking of the application of our approaches to the contextual issues. I have 
attempted the latter in Chapter Twelve. 

2. Understanding the Dynamic 

How Iexperience the overall context is one part only ofthe dynamic interaction 
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3. Relating to the Wider Context
that takes place. How others experience itcouldbe significantly different. For 

One way of working at these things constructively is to consider what areinstance, unemployment and its consequences will be experienced q~te 
healthy and what are unhealthy relationships between ourselves and ourdifferently by the following: someone who is unemployed; em~l~yers. With 
context. Those with whomI have discussed this say thathealthy responses arejobs to offer; ministers ofreligion with guaranteed employm~nt ~stenng to 
those in which they accept and face up to the contextual issues in relation tocongregations composed of a rising minority of people Without Jobs and a 
their vision; listen to that which they do not want to hear; look for positives in majori ty in secure well-paid jobs. The positive and negative effects of.one or 

more contextual factors upon the interaction between these people IS very 
complex. The following simplified version ofthe dynamics, Figure 5:4, helps 
to keep some of this complexity in mind and to work at it to better effect. It 
illustrates the ways in which contextual factors affect workers, people and the 
work in which they are engaged and the relationships between them. 
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what appear to be negative contextual factors and vice versa; keep calm and 
think of what they can do; collaborate with others and seek any necessary 
technical help to become properly informed; accept the pain, take risks and 
pray. 

Unhealthy relationships, they say, are those by which they evade the reality 
by sticking to the status quo, burying themselves in their work, isolating 
themselves and rubbishing new ideas and those who propose them. Panic, they 
say, is abadresponsebecause itparalyses themordrives them into inappropriate 
action. Examining these kind of responses helps people to determine the 
approach they wish to adopt towards contextual issues. 

This can be followed by another thing I have found useful: tracing out the 
actualities of the patterns of interaction in given situations through flow charts 

1 or diagrams. This can promote mutual understanding and support between 

I
I
I
I 

workers. Those who wish to pursue this more rigorously mightfind some work 
by Gareth Morgan helpful.41 

4. Detennining the Implications of the Context for my Work 

During the 1970s and 80s I was involved in work-study courses in Northern 
Ireland. On the first course with an ecumenical group of twelve people, the 
work papers contained no references to the "troubles". (At that stage we did 
not ask them to write about the context as we did later: cf. the Appendix.) The 
situations described could have been anywhere in the UK; yet one person was 
working on the ''peace line" and another in the Shankill Road and still another 
on the Falls Road! Understandable and responsible caution could explain the 
omission. They were taking considerable risks by joining an ecumenical 
group; to put things on paper about the "troubles" could have been dangerous. 
We raised this omission with them and after everyone had painstakingly 
committed themselves to absolute confidentiality they discussed it with us. 

One of the things that emerged was that they desperately wanted to make 
contributions to peace but they felt that they could only contribute through 
becoming political activists. They did not want to do that. * They said that they 

·Very interestingly some years later I read this comment by Professor Hywel Griffiths, 
written some two years after the incident I am describing. 

..... community work itself has come to be associated with left wing political activism. I 
do not like [this] for two reasons. 

"In the first place I do not like it because I believe it is based upon a delusion. The delusion 
consists of believing that community work is concerned with political action and that 
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were priests, ministers, religious, church and community workers at work in 
local churches and communities. That is what they wished to remain. They 
wanted to make their contributions through their vocational work. 

So we focused on promoting change through the work that they did with 
people as ministers, priests, religious and church and community workers. 
Everyone was amazed at what emerged. They saw their ministries in a new 
light. The following extracts illustrate the points made. 

One of the changes that they wished to see was "a deeper and wider mutual 
understanding between people divided by religious and political faction, 
resulting inless fear, more trust and more loving relationships". They said they 
could contribute towards achieving these changes by getting local groups of 
Christians to meet people of different denominations in different areas. First 
they would begin in their own communities with those whose differences are 
considerable but less than those between separated communities. This, they 
felt, would enable them to learn about the processes ofcrossing divides before 
tackling the bigger divisions between people and communities. They would 
build personal relationships through cultural activities before tackling the hard 
questions of sectarian divisions. They said that they needed to get as many 
people as possibleengaged in the kind ofexercise in which they were involved 
(those engaged in discussing the problem of failure in Chapter One said the 
same). They felt that it was important to get the following people to think in 
the way that they had done because they influenced large numbers of other 

therefore through community work one can have an influence on politics. There is DO 

evidence to support this belief: indeed there is much contradictory evidence. In Ulster where 
1 worked for many years during the seventies 1 found myself working occasionally with 
community groups and organizations that were prepared to set aside conventional ideas of 
legality and morality in pursuit of their aim. Even then with all the considerable force that 
they could muster and all the recklessness they displayed they could not effectively playa 
political role. All that they could do at the political level was to interdict on occasion; all their 
best socially-useful work was undertaken at a sUb-political level. Direct action may provide 
new services on a self help basis or affect the outcome of a particular decision which has to 
be made; but generally it can have no effect on decision-making systems and therefore has 
no political significance. 

"Secondly I do not like this association because it would identify a strategy for effecting 
social change with a political ideology in a way which would not only prevent other political 
groups from embracing it but even encourage partisan opposition to it. The values of 
community development are plain to see and it may very well be that they might have appeal 
to more people of one political persuasion than another. 

"But that is not a sufficient argument for making them the property of one political 
grouping rather than another. Moreover the attempt to do so, as we are witnessing today in 
the espousal of certain forms of voluntary action by the party in government, carries with it 
the grave danger of splitting voluntary action and those associated with its promotion into two 
rival camps. If that were to happen we would all find ourselves serving someone else's 
political purposes and rather than having an influence on politics we would instead lose our 
own credibility. As professionals seeking to promote community development that credibility 
rests upon our expertise and our integrity and not upon the political principles and affiliation 
which we may personally hold,'04z 

people: clergy and lay leaders, extremists (andbetween them they had pastoral 
relationships with such people from all sides), teachers, youth and community 
workers, the media. 

One of the things that they said would help them to do this was an analysis 
by Dr Henry Grant43 of the social and religious interaction between the various 
faction groups which followed violent events. Another thing that would help 
was to follow the way in which theirdiscussions hadbeen structured: open and 
free exchanges about whetheror not to discuss the implications ofthe "troubles 
for them" and the arrangements for doing so; establishing the objective of the 
discussion; considering an analysis of the socio-religious dynamics of the 
troubles (in thiscase theoneby DrGrant); identifying the changes that they felt 
could have far-reaching effects for good in Northern Ireland and the various 
things needed to make those changes; determining just what they could do 
towards making those changes through their work in the church and the 
community. 

Others focused on what they could do to achieve the same changes through 
their pastoral work with people of all denominations who were bereaved, 
threatened, hurt and frightened by violent action, whatever their religious 
affiliations. Extended and deep pastoral counselling ofindividuals and groups 
provided opportunities to work through many of the deep questions relating to 
fear, bitterness, disillusionment, depression, hopelessness, desires for revenge, 
forgiveness, and Christian and other responses to tit-for-tat killings which 
would break the chain reactions ofevil. In fact, they saw that by staying in role 
they could try to strengthen the moral and spiritual infrastructures, with all that 
this could mean for healing and peace. 

These kinds of discussions influenced the work of the Jesuit Project 
described in Chapter Four which was done on one of the later courses in the 
series. It also greatly influenced the thinking of the Revd Fred Graham, a 
Church of Ireland priest who later wrote a dissertation about his attempts to 
promote better ecumenical relationships in a staunchly Protestant rural parish 
in Belfast.44 

Ihave told this story because it illustrates quite vividly that there is much that 
can be done in relation to major contextual issues through working with people 
locally in church and community in all kinds of situations. Other things have 
to be done by politicians and people of other professions. That is understood. 
What we are concentrating on is the unique contribution that can be made 
through church and community work in urban, rural and suburban settings; and 
that is determined by attending to the interface between the situation and the 
critical contextual issues. 
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